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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

A.  Conclusion 

The conclusion of this research is : 

1. The factor that causes Ed as psychopath is due to environmental factor. As 

in the very beginning, Ed and Mike has a good relationship as a boss and an 

employee, but because he falls in love with his daughter that Mike disagrees, 

it causes him to be a psychopath. 

2. There are psychopath elements that linguistically realized in the movie. 

From 20 symptoms checklist by Hare (1999). There are 11 checklists of 

psychopathic symptoms as realized in Ed self in IT movie, they are :Glib 

and superficial charm, Grandiose self-worth, Need for stimulation or 

proneness to boredom , Pathological lying, Conning and manipulativeness, 

Lack of remorse or guilt, Poor behavioral controls, Promiscuous sexual 

behavior, Early behavior problems, Lack of realistic long-term goals, and 

Many short-term relationships. These symptoms are related on to another.  

Glib and superficial charm is known when Ed tries to make a relationship 

with new people in his life. They are Mike and his family. He tries to engage 

them by uttering precise diction that can cause people believe easily. In 

addition, he is also an expert of IT that make people has no difficulty to get 

closer with him.Grandiose self worth symptom is seen in Ed when he 

explained about several terminologies about IT to Mike. He confidentally 
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tells Mike that he knows everything more than Mike does. He tries to be 

arrogant and opiniated toward something he is expert about.  

Need for stimulation or proneness to boredom is realized in Ed when he is 

succesfull to convince Mike through his knowledge about IT. He stimulates 

Mike’s thought to give  him trust fully about IT in Mike’s life.Pathological 

lying as symptom of psycopath is seen when Ed has been getting used to 

pretend to everyone he meets about his real identity. Started from his name  

until his experience of work, he loves to be a liar. 

Conning and manipulativenessin Ed’s self is when he does many 

manipulative activities in this film, such as manipulating data;s Mike for 

SEC, pretending himself as the doctor of Rose that debases the 

mammograph letter, until sending Kaithlyin video to her friends that make 

her down. Lack of remorse or guilt is known when Ed does not feel guilty 

toward things that he has already done, even it harms many people. 

Poor behavioral controls is when Ed can not control himself when he is 

rejected by Mike’s family. He can not accept the condition and he prefers to 

take revenge. Promiscuous sexual behavior of Ed is seen by his actions 

when he likes to spy female workers when he is still working in 

onecompany, and not for long he is fired.Early behavior problems of Ed has 

already seen since he left the dormitory where he is grown up. He starts to 

lie to people to ensure that he is a good man. Lack of realistic, long-term 

goals as Ed experience is shown when Ed has no realistic view about what 
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he has done. His goal is only for destroying the people who has hurted him 

without thinking about the effect of it. 

Many short-term relationships of Ed is known when he has no long term 

relationship in his life. Either it is in working place or even his love. Every 

relationship that Ed is being engaged with only last about months. Ed uses 

some linguistic units such as using convincing words, manipulating truth, 

using threatening words and using exaggerating expression. These all 

aspects then realize on Ed as a psychopath in  this movie.  

3. In addition, The causes that drive Ed to be psycopath can be concluded that 

it is caused by the bad treatments from his boss. It is because his boss does  

not agree if he has relationship with his daughter. It is also supported by 

several causes like family background which is broken, lack of affection, 

physical harrashment, and has consuming some harmful medicines. Those 

causes are related to one another until they shape Ed to be a cruel psycopath.  

B. Suggestions 

Some suggestions can be drawn as follow : 

1. The readers could use the result of this study especially to the teaching 

and learning of the character in literary work and is open to further study. 

a) Suggested to the readers for being a good selves even condition that 

we face is contradictive to what we have expected. 

b) One is suggested to learn psychological aspects so that He/She can 

have a background understanding why a character of a film / novel acts 

as expected or not as expected 
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2. Psychopath starts to be formed from family. So it is expected for all 

family to be home for its member in order children can grow well without 

having to be someone who is harmful for other. Even the family is 

incomplete, just be the home that can give warmth to its member. 

a) It is also advisable that when you dislike someone, you should not 

directy show your dislikes because the person you mean may revenge 

what you had done to her or him. 

b) For all people who unintentionally get hurt by someone’s action, it is 

better to say the complaint directly than do any bad actions that can 

harm other people 

3. Last, it is suggested for all people to read such similiar reasearched in 

order to get more knowledge about psychopathy that actually exists in our 

real life.  

 


